Excel SL260 tender
Excel claims that its SL (for super light)
series of tenders are among the
lightest on the market. And indeed, the
SL260 weighs in at an impressive 19kg
(42lb), which is highly impressive for a
2.6m (8ft 6in) boat; a perfect size for a
cruising couple and their baggage.
Typically, inflatables of this size tip the
scales at closer to 30kg (66lb).
Weight savings come from the use
of an airdeck-type floor rather than
the old-fashioned wooden slats and
construction in 900g Hytex tube fabric
rather than Excel’s standard 1100g.
These latest generation airdeck
floored inflatables are impressively
stiff. We couldn’t resist placing it across
the handrails of the marina walkway
and clambering in. Don’t try this at
home as it doubtless invalidates every
warranty under the sun, and irritates
the berth holders, but we got barely
noticeable deformation in the middle
of the floor with this point loading.
We tried rowing it first, and as
usual, found ourselves wishing
the seat had been placed a few
inches lower, and longer oars
been specified so that the
handles could pass over one’s
thighs. It does keep an admirably
straight line under oars though.
It takes up to a 6hp engine,
which given its light weight,
buoyant floor and drop sponsons
would make planing a definite
proposition. Planing is important
(where speed limits allow) as it
means much more usable
distances can be covered and
mooring in bays a few miles away
from port becomes an option.

£559

Grunt! boat
cleaner £22.45

FROM TOP: The
aluminium oars
supplied seemed a
little short, but the
boat handles well; the
airdeck floor stands
up to some serious
punishment; ready
planing under power
with one aboard

While it planed readily one-up with our
5hp four stroke Mariner, it was unable
to do so with two grown men aboard,
although it came admirably close. I
think that it would need its maximum
dose of 6hp and some careful juggling
of weight fore and aft to plane two-up.
Overall this is a good quality boat, in a
world of cost-engineered alternatives.
Everything looks well glued on and solid,
especially the towing bridle D-rings,
which are often a weak point. While
cheaper boats are available, ‘nice to
haves’ like all-round rubber fendering
and airdeck floors all add considerably
to production costs and are sorely
missing on some competitors.
Rarely is there such a thing as light
weight with no tradeoffs, and part of its
weight saving is through use of a
thinner fabric, so while this is
undoubtedly an excellent bit of kit,we
would advocate extra care when
beaching and handling. JF

We applied Grunt with a brush and
left it at 18°C for the instructed
half hour. The cleaner worked
particularly well on the ingrained
deck dirt. Where I have a doormat
in the cockpit, the movement of
the mat when wiping feet had
really ground the dirt into the
cockpit sole underneath, and soap
and water had not really touched
it. Grunt sorted this area out.
The anchor locker with its rust
stains was less of a success. But
where Grunt worked really well
was in the run-off staining from
anodised aluminium components,
such as under the toerail and at
the mast base. However, no single
product will attack all staining and
Grunt’s very nature as a paint on
and leave product can work to its
disadvantage. With particularly
stubborn bird lime, for example, it
proved quicker and easier to use a
soap and water based product. JF
VERDICT: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.gruntboatcleaner.co.uk

TotalforSolutions
electricity on board
VERDICT: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.excel-inflatables.co.uk

Our innovative systems thinking
offers a total solution
for your on-board electrical
systems – contact us or go
online for the full VETUS catalogue
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